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Cai Cai Balão
Traditional Brasil

Arr. Game and Lyrics* by K. L. Nichols

Game: Stand in a circle. Sing the song and pass a blue balloon around the circle. At the end of the song, toss the 
balloon into the air, shouting "Balão!" each time someone hits the balloon. The object is to keep the balloon with-
in the circle without letting it touch the ground. Sing different colors and add balloons to the game. 
*These lyrics were created by Kerri Lynn Nichols and are not a translation. The original text is about a miniature 
hot air balloon made of tissue paper for June festival: "Fall, fall, little ballon. Fall on Soap Street. Don't fall there. 
Fall right here on my hand. I don't dare go there. I'm afraid I'll be punished."
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Cai Cai Balao Traditional Brasil
Arr., Game and Lyrics* by Kerri Lynn Nichols

Game: Stand in a circle. Sing the song and pass a blue balloon around the circle. At the end of the song, toss the balloon into the air, 
shouting "Balao!" each time someone hits the balloon. The object is to keep the balloon within the circle without letting it touch the ground. 
Sing different colors and add balloons to the game. *These lyrics were created by Kerri Lynn Nichols and are not a translation. The original
text is about a miniature hot air balloon made of tissue paper for June festival: "Fall, fall, little ballon. Fall on Soap Street. Don't fall there. 
Fall right here on my hand. I don't dare go there. I'm afraid I'll be punished."
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Cai Cai Balao Traditional Brasil
Arr., Game and Lyrics* by Kerri Lynn Nichols

Game: Stand in a circle. Sing the song and pass a blue balloon around the circle. At the end of the song, toss the balloon into the air, 
shouting "Balao!" each time someone hits the balloon. The object is to keep the balloon within the circle without letting it touch the ground. 
Sing different colors and add balloons to the game. *These lyrics were created by Kerri Lynn Nichols and are not a translation. The original
text is about a miniature hot air balloon made of tissue paper for June festival: "Fall, fall, little ballon. Fall on Soap Street. Don't fall there. 
Fall right here on my hand. I don't dare go there. I'm afraid I'll be punished."
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Enjoy your FREE activity from Kerri Lynn Nichols book, 55 Games to 
Sing, Say, and Play! Get your copy at: https://kerri-oke.com
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